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Marc Andre made over $1.1 million dollars from his photography hobby, but what’s 

interesting /exciting is that he never got paid to take pictures, he never sold any of his 

photos, and he never held any workshops. 

So, what did he do instead? 

He built and subsequently sold 3 websites related to photography - that sold digital 

products to other photographers. 

In this episode, Marc shares his unique process for starting and growing these sites, 

even though he wasn’t a professional photographer. 

Where Did the Idea for the Photography Site Come From? 

Marc was already running a web design blog when he became interested in 

photography as a hobby in 2012. 

He wanted to upgrade his camera but couldn’t justify spending the $5k to buy the 

equipment he needed at the time. So, he decided to start a photography-related side 

hustle to see if he could earn the $5k. 

He had experience blogging but had no idea how much money he would be able to 

make. He ended up making the $5k within a few months, and over the next 6 years he 

made more than a million dollars. 

What Did You Do First? (Product or Audience?) 

The traditional course of action is to build up the traffic first, then start selling. Marc did 

things a little differently, “The first step was basically creating products, just stuff that 

was used in Photoshop,” Marc said. 

Not software or add-ons, smaller things that people would use to add effects to images. 

Marc had his site up and was using SendOwl to host the e-commerce part, but with no 

traffic, he wasn’t making any sales through his site. So, he decided to leverage other 

people’s traffic. 

He signed up for the affiliate program through SendOwl and made some sales this way. 

He also sold his products through deal sites, such as Ultimate Bundles, AppSumo, and 

5 Day Deal. 

These larger deal sites would often bundle up his products with other vendors and 

knock down the price, so Marc also used smaller deal sites that are specific to 

photography and designers and saw a higher margin on those. 

The first product Marc sold was priced under $20 and he made a few hundred bucks. A 

few of his bigger deals netted him between $2.5k-$10, this was enough to validate there 

was good demand for his products. 

https://www.sendowl.com/
https://ultimatebundles.com/
https://appsumo.com/
https://5daydeal.com/


Marc also sold some digital products on marketplaces like Etsy and Creative Market. “It 

was another option to get my product out there without having my own audience,” Marc 

said. 

Creating More Products 

With a clear demand for the types of products Marc was making, he knew he needed to 

make more. To get ideas he would look at the other products selling on the deal sites 

and competitor websites. 

Some sites and marketplaces give you the sales numbers, so Marc said that’s a great 

place to start to find products in demand right now. 

He built up a list of product ideas, then started creating the products he could do 

himself. For the work Marc couldn’t do himself, he approached designers to work for 

him that was selling stuff on Graphic River. 

Graphic River is a marketplace where designers can sell their graphic design work, 

such as logos, icons, fonts, web elements, and so on. Marc would find sellers with good 

looking work that were not making many sales, so it was worth their time to work with 

him and he’d hire them. 

Marc would create bundles of products that were related too. He added them to his 

website and listed them on deal sites and repeated the process. 

Growing Traffic to His Own Sites 

“Deal sites were more of a bridge than a long-term thing,” Marc said. 

He knew he needed a steady flow of organic traffic to his site for consistent sales, so 

Marc put an ad out on the Pro Blogger Job Board for experienced photographers 

looking for freelance writing work and received a load of responses. 

He tried out a few writers and kept the best ones to keep fresh content coming for his 

site. He would also write articles himself on topics he was comfortable with, mostly list 

posts, inspiration rounds ups, and stuff related to Photoshop. 

He also started using Pinterest in 2013 and had some success on the social media 

platform. Marc said he was getting a steady 1k visitors a day from Pinterest, and after a 

couple of years his blog started getting organic traffic too. 

Marc said he didn’t focus on SEO or keyword research, but says the traffic was more to 

do with all the links and referrals he was getting from other sites. He was offering parts 

of his products for free, which resulted in a lot of sites linking to him and he was also 

building his email list getting people to sign up for the products. 

One of the most successful strategies Marc used was guest posting. He would reach 

out to stronger, more established sites and offer to write a guest post. He’d often write 

up a roundup of freebies in his niche featuring some of his own products. 

https://www.etsy.com/
https://creativemarket.com/
https://graphicriver.net/
https://problogger.com/jobs/


The referral traffic from the guest post ranking well, along with the link strengthening his 

own domain authority was a contributing factor to his own traffic and organic ranking 

improvements. 

An additional link building tip Marc shared was to sell products through affiliate software 

like iDev Affiliate. He would have bloggers pick up his products and promote them on 

their sites linking to the individual pages on his site that had sold the products. 

Building More Sites in the Same Niche 

Marc created two more photography-related sites while his main site was growing. The 

reason? “I already had a process and I knew I could duplicate it with similar products,” 

Marc said. 

He started selling similar products on his other sites. What this allowed him to do was 

sell more products on the deal sites, as they favor featuring different brands over 

promoting the same site over and over. 

It also allowed him to link out to all of his sites when writing those roundup guest posts. 

So, while there was some overlap with the products he was selling across his sites, he 

was able to increase his sales with less work than it would take hosting everything on 

the same site. 

Why Sell Successful Sites? 

While making thousands of dollars a month in revenue, Marc decided to sell his sites. 

He sold the first two sites in 2016 because he had started an Amazon FBA business 

and it was starting to take up a lot of his time. 

Marc felt like he could no longer give all his sites the time they needed to carry on 

growing. “Rather than letting them stagnate and see the profit drop, and then the value 

of the sites drop, I decided I probably should just sell them now,” Marc said. 

He put more time into his remaining site and ended up selling that one in 2018 after he 

started VitalDollar, which is now his main site. 

The total sales value of his three sites was just shy of $700k. 

What’s Next for Marc? 

Marc is focusing on his VitalDollar site where he blogs about ways to earn, save, and 

manage money. 

He’s started interviewing side hustlers and is planning on publishing more content 

around side hustles and other ways to make money on and offline. 

 

Marc’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

https://www.idevdirect.com/
https://vitaldollar.com/
https://vitaldollar.com/


“Be creative and find a way to make money with your hobby.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/325 
• https://vitaldollar.com/ 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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